IO4	GREAT TRADE ROUTE
New Yorker and I to-day lunched . . . and seen them come
in one after the other to feed!
How could it be otherwise? We do not choose them for
their intellect, their artistic intelligence, their altruism,
the mellifluousness of their voices, their physical beauty,
their abstract wisdom, their seasoned knowledge of the values
of Life. We choose beings who hypnotically suggest that
they and they only can fill our individual purses, our rnaws,
our stores, our banking accounts with property that at the
moment of their appeal for our suffrages belongs to the
heathen stranger ... or our fellow-countrymen.
We elect them because they assure us that they will help
us to take the bread out of our brother's orphan's mouth
and we get the rulers—and the double-crossing—that we
deserve.
§
A riddle has puzzled me for more years than I care to
compute. It is: What, then, became of the Golden Age
on the Great Route? What occasioned their decadence,
so that to-day our fates are in the hands of these creatures
who at the "Globe" in the rue du Purgatoire are enabled
by our toils to consume food much too good for them, and
in the streets of Geneva endanger all our lives because their
Diplomatic Impunity lets them in their beflagged auto-
mobiles disregard all the traffic regulations? Why should we
be in their hands instead of in those of the grave and splendid
Merchants from Cathay whose tabu protected them from
all mischance, but whose fastest vehicle was a sled dragged
over polished cobbles, just as to-day is the practice in the
streets of Funchal? . . .
The Lake of Geneva, with its shadows and tortured waters,
retains the hues it has had all day; but they are greyer
and more faint as if they had sunk into blotting-paper. The
gulls from the little breakwater are flying in a long trail
off towards the sheltered greenswards in the mountains.
Only the palimped Columbus on the flag-staff sticks to Its
great idea and remains on its egg-shaped point of vantage,
so as, presumably, to catch the very earliest f/ra to-morrow

